Sound familiar? If you have had mining and CSG industry people knocking on your door, it should.
The time and culture is here and now. How can that be? When and how did we give consent to being treated this way, and for this to be accepted as a reasonable way to conduct an enlightened and postfeudal society?
I did not give consent. Did you? How then could this come about? And most
The Age of Consent
Imagine living at a time, or in a culture, where you could not deny consent to those who would use you for their pleasure and profit, and where the best you could hope for was to negotiate, in order to mitigate the violation.
importantly, how can this arrangement be allowed to continue when it is a mechanism greasing the wheels on which the world is hurtling towards a climate train wreck? I recently organised for representatives of the Mining and Coal Seam Gas project of NSW Farmers to speak to a meeting of local farmers and residents at Mangrove Mountain. Most left stunned at how defenceless and powerless they realised themselves to be. It should be noted that the NSW Government funds the unit of NSW Farmers Association that gave the talk. It was an excellent presentation, thorough, non-political and factual, yet truly frightening.
One encouraging fact emerged. If your power's not generated sustainably, at the end of your instant 24/7 electricity rainbow lies no pot of gold, but trillions of pots of filthy, greenhouse-gasemitting, atmosphere-warming, sea-level-raising, coal and gas.
In the face of irrefutable science which warns us daily about escalating climate change (witness, for example, the fire-devastation of the Blue Mountains in October) NSW continues to draw more than 90% of its electricity from coal-and-gas-fired power stations, and Newcastle has become the world's largest coal port. Already the most profligate percapita energy user on earth, Australia appears intent on fouling not only its own precious nest, but those of the entire planet, by exporting global warming on a gargantuan and unprecedented scale. Are you Leave It in the Ground! listening Clive, Gina, Twiggy, Gunupati, Gautam, Tony, Campbell, Barry?
Leave It in the Ground is a modest foray by nine Australian contemporary artists perturbed by the fossil-fuel bind in which most of us find ourselves. On exhibition is work by Neil Berecry-Brown, Sue Callanan, Noelene Lucas, Juliet Fowler Smith, Christine McMillan, Ian Milliss, Margaret Roberts, Toni Warburton and David Watson. Each artist has also contributed to this catalogue. Their words and images appear alongside key pieces by invited expert commentators -Sharyn Munro, Glenn Albrecht, Colin Imrie/Julia Mullins and Chris Ward -to each of whom we are gratefully indebted.
As a collective WRVAP shares a history of locally-focused environmental action (which you can read about on pp [4] [5] . It is our hope that both the works in Leave It in the Ground and the articles, ideas, propositions and provocations in this, our 2 nd edition of The Stuttering Frog, will stimulate others to take an informed interest in, even a stand upon what is undoubtedly the great ethical, environmental, social and economic challenge (and opportunity) of our age.
'consent' is changing. The social licence to act for shortterm financial profit at the expense of the welfare of all of us on the planet is slowly being revoked.
Despite the power imbalance, mining companies have been taken aback by the strength of community resistance and resolve. Powerful networks of community organisation have formed with the capacity afforded by technology to distribute information, coordinate actions, share significant scientific research findings, lobby and feed the media. Groups like Lock the Gate, The Better Planning Network, and the Hunter and Central Rivers Alliance are made up of many smaller groups covering a wide constituency of interests, but all refusing the assumed consent that is used to bulldoze short-sighted and inhumane 'development'.
People seldom give up their power, privilege or profits easily.
Companies with a stake in 'business as usual' have regrouped and changed tactics. Now they spend millions on public relations, sponsorship of community activities and press articles etc., most of which appeal to individual opportunism and ambition. All of these moves are legal and reasonable strategies, and not without some local community benefit.
However Neo-liberal political policies are about deconstructing and re-constructing behaviour through building systems in which pure self-interest (good for the economy and creates jobs) compels people to toe the line, and to treat this reality as natural and ideology-free.
So you will be seduced.
• A mining company is distributing a brochure using an Aboriginal-style dot painting of tunnelling termites as a metaphor for the naturalness and political correctness of their activities.
• Your hope for fairness and justice will be corrupted 'Obeid-style'.
• Legislation will be introduced to restrict your rights and enshrine the power imbalance in favour of the mining and CSG industries.
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The Stuttering Frog*
*The Stuttering Frog
The Stuttering Frog, an endangered species on the Williams River north of Dungog in 2010, was adopted as the mascot for the first issue of WRVAP's The Stuttering Frog, a 16 pp agit-prop newspaper complementing WRVAP's exhibition Cry Me A River at The Tin Sheds in Sydney in October 2010, to aid in the fight against the proposed $400 million Tillegra Dam. To read a copy of that first issue, go to http:// issuu.com/brownscows/docs/thestutteringfrog
The publishers recognise and pay respect to the Indigenous nations and traditional custodians on the land on which this publication was produced, and on which the exhibition Leave It in the Ground is mounted. We express solidarity with the ongoing struggles for land rights, self-determination, sovereignty and the recognition of past injustices.
ConTenTs
At face value legislation recently put forward in NSW seeks to respond to community outrage at planning policy, but in fact legislatively limits the opportunities and grounds on which objections can be made or enforced.
For example: • Strategic Agricultural Land Use Policy (protects only equine and viticulture in the Hunterpossibly)
• Gateway Process with no gate (appointed advisory scientists have no power to deny an application)
• Amendment to Mining State Environment Planning Policy (priority given to 'development' over other considerations)
Louis XIV enthused about greed as a mechanism for policing the burgeoning bourgeoisie. Our political masters, and the corporate business entities which are theirs, act as if they have a divine right to our future. Consent is claimed not asked for.
No, means NO.
Vast amounts are being spent on research, development and infrastructure to transform sequestered carbon buried in the earth for millions of years, into atmospheric carbon (e.g. CO 2 and Methane) and deadly particulate matter. Oh yes, and to industrialise our landscape and compromise our farming future.
Stop complaining, it will be over soon.
We have been told that Coal Seam Gas extraction is an interim measure while coal is being phased out and replaced by clean renewable sources of energy, yet we see coal mining being expanded together with an accelerated roll out of CSG projects, using technology that has not been proved to be environmentally safe, while renewable energy research is starved of funding.
But we know this. So what can we do to change the current regime of political policy that, according to accepted science, is acting contrary to our best interest?
We must assume that for the most part adherents of the current economic model are either stuck in a mindset and cannot see beyond what they have taken to be the natural order of things, or are doing very nicely thank you, are on a good thing, and will stick with it…. to the end.
And there is plenty of reason to believe that the end is indeed nigh, unless we make some changes very swiftly. We need a new form of consent, of consensual support for sustainable, renewal energy, and political support for the funding to bring that on line rapidly, even at the expense of curtailing economic expansion.
There will be no change unless we can raise the heat in the political climate and build a groundswell of public opinion that will give politicians the approval to vote with their hearts rather than their party.
Artists can use their professional skills to utilise whatever potency their creative works might have, and to work in networks with like-minded people passionate about a better future (or a future at all).
Yes we have heard this activist argument before at other times. But this time is not like other times. The capacity to coordinate, communicate and strategise via phone and computer, with speed and agility, and to involve large numbers of individuals and organisations, means that while the power relationship is still asymmetrical in conventional ways, in some regards the advantage is with local people -if we have the courage and resilience to take it up. personal stake, provides a means for our individual and collective voices to be heard. We act together in the belief that we can do more than we might on our own, as lone voices in the wilderness. We hope that we are able to create a conversation in the community about how we inhabit the earth, about what is being done to it and in what state the earth will be when we hand it on to our children. We wish to highlight the fact that money and self-interest has taken over, and that the health of the earth (which supports all life, including us) is now threatened.
We are voices from the other side with values other than fiscal and corporate. The obvious disregard for the well-being of our planet has to be countered, even if our voice is small. We know from our work as a group/collective that small voices together can have a large impact, and that art is sometimes able to cut through when people have stopped looking at slogans, graphs, figures and facts.
Art can reveal understanding of the big questions which face each and all of us in ways that circumvent conventional and often circumscribed forms of communication. It can work through metaphor, paradox and ambiguity; it can use the language of poetry and emotion; it can confront or seduce, it can draw one into contemplation, transcendence or outrage. Art that is about issues that affect people's lives can connect art with a wider audience. It can encourage participation in dialogue, increase public awareness, even empower individuals and communities to act for social change.
Perhaps the most important question is not whether we have an effect but rather: how might each and every one of us have greater effect in the world?
By working together and collaborating with others with shared values, we can achieve much. It might not be tomorrow, it might not be next week, but history (and art history) shows us that it has been done. If each of us affects just a few others, and together we change a few hundred, and so on, in time great change can be achieved.
At tipping points -such as RIGHT NOWgreat and urgent change might, with your help, be brought about more speedily.
An introduction
The Williams River Valley Artists' Project was established in early 2009 in response to renewed plans by the NSW Government and the Hunter Water Corporation to congroups and individuals.
riod in May and attract large audiences from across the state.
Cry Me a River, at Tin Sheds Gallery, Sydney University, brings the project to city audiences at a time of political upheaval which holds the future of the valley hostage.
watched communities and individuals, living in present or looming wastelands, learn that no matter how glaring the predictable damage, it will be found that the project will be 'unlikely to have any significant impacts'.
Government is not exercising its duty of care. The Hunter has had over 100 air pollution exceedance alerts in 2013; you get email or SMS alerts, and if you have heart or respiratory conditions, you stay indoors. Singleton, where my grandchildren live, is one of the most polluted areas in Australia, from coal. The state average for reduced lung function in children is 1 in 9; in Singleton it is 1 in 3. Several schools keep the children inside on exceedence days.
Yet they propose more surrounding open-cut mines. As we know from Rio Tinto's Warkworth mine at Bulga and Yancoal's Ashton SE mine at Camberwell, our government won't even accept legal rulings or their own Health Dept's advice.
Camberwell's ongoing battle as it is choked by mines was Chapter 1, 'Living with open cuts', in my book, and I continue to support them, as in helping raise funds for the Hunter Environment Lobby court case against the mine's approval on the 'suss' second go, after being rejected.
The EDO is under pressure, and community groups can't get legal aid to fight for environmental justice. Goliath gets more muscle, while the powers that be don't want David to even have a slingshot. O'Farrell's appalling proposed Planning changes would mean that no project can be rejected or appealed against because of health or environmental impacts. The 'significance of the resource' must come first; they aim to legalise the imbalance of profit over people and the planet.
But a tipping point is approaching; from economics, not ethics -and from people power.
The price of coal has plummeted; Goldman Sachs advise the end of thermal coal investment, partly due to expected environmental regulations; thousands have been laid off, mines closed and new projects like Xstrata Wandoan mothballed; scientists warn our decreasing water supplies will make coal power (and coal mining) untenable.
With CSG, in NSW community resistance caused contradictory government kneejerks, shares to fall and companies to pull out of 'hot' areas.
Travelling back around with the book, I have seen the changes as the most conservative people have realised that their governments only consider the dollars, not the damage. There is an incredible social revolution building, a determination not to let this continue.
Hundreds of groups have sprung up, Locking the Gate, removing social licence; court cases proliferate; strategies like divestment grow; civil disobedience is an accepted option; bodies like the Uniting Church and the AMA are speaking out. This can only lead to more institutionsand businesses -feeling pressured to denounce any association with m Y book, Rich Land, Wasteland contained 454 pages of my most heartfelt and horrified written words. Since its release I've added my spoken words, delivering over 100 public talks in four states, all on invitation, and each specific and updated.
So I have a fair idea of the current state of battle against what I found to be a massive industrial invasion, by mainly foreign forces, but with full government support.
The organisers of those talks represent the 'fringe extremists' of whom government and industry warn: church groups, the CWA, rural groups like Property Rights Australia, communities worried about local survival issues like water -and the real baddies out to subvert our economy, the knitting Nannas Against Gas, the kNAGs. I also confess to contact with the MAFIA, the Mothers Against Fracking in Australia.
Some events were put on by groups with 'environment', 'conservation' or 'climate action' in their name, but rather than being at odds with jobs and the economy, these concerns are integral; there are neither jobs nor profit on a dead or desperate planet.
I call myself a 'literary activist' or a 'commonsense activist'. Words are my weapon, and I act for a return to commonsense.
Like not killing the goose that lays golden eggs: don't mine our food producing areas, or permit any of the massive Galilee Basin mines, the coal to be shipped out via the Great Barrier Reef, industrialising and threatening what is not only World Heritage but our top tourism drawcard! Like not fouling our own nest: don't allow coal and CSG to drain and contaminate our clean water sources, even the Great Artesian Basin, the lifeline of this country. Or beyond: don't fuel global warming with our coal!
The new Coalition government vows to keep backing the losing horse, Coal Power, even though it is clear Renewables would win if the race wasn't rigged, and there were no fossil fuel subsidies. And they will remove annoying federal environmental and water oversight -'green tape' -as the loser industries panic and whinge and the vested-interest states demand open slather on their behalf.
Toxic globally, toxic locally. The impact on people is shameful. All along the coal chain, from the mines to the uncovered stockpiles and rail wagons to the coal ports, residents are fighting to protect the health and futures of their people and waterways. We now see the same along the gas chain, from the gas fields to the pipeline routes to the LNG ports.
My sort of rich land can only exist where triple bottom line full cost accounting is respected: people, planet and profit. Our sham assessment processes certainly don't do that. I have sharyn Munro
Words for commonsense the demise of the planet or harm to communities.
Which is why these industries have escalated the PR war, with government backing, even in what feels like a war against its own people.
For the people, it's a fight to save Australia from being trashed for corporate bottom lines. For many, it's also to save a planet being rushed to the point of no return by an Australia riding, not on the sheep's back, but on that of global warming.
Which is why we have to win this fight. We need more of us in battle mode, to push for a return to commonsense in our benighted country. Watson. Some of the artists already had long-standing relationships to the valley, others were newer to it. All brought their own way to explore and express things relevant, and in response to, the crisis in the valley.
Over 2009-10 the artists developed work through a series of on-site residencies and forays into the valley and sites of power. They also met with local activists, community groups and fellow local artists. Collaborations, exhibitions and art actions were plotted with the purpose of protecting the Williams River and the locality's unique heritage, community and productive agricultural land.
In October 2010, just prior to the dam being cancelled, the artists published the first edition of The Stuttering Frog to accompany the exhibition Cry Me a River, opened by John kaye MLC (Greens) at Tin Sheds Gallery, Faculty of Architecture, Design and Planning, The University of Sydney. Soon after this, in November 2010, plans for Tillegra Dam were abandoned. Despite this positive outcome, the Tillegra Dam planning process left the valley in disarray and it continues to struggle to recover from the displacement of families, degradation of land and an air of uncertainty. Now, three years on (and still no land sales), there may be some hopes for a way forward following the AECOM consultancy and Hunter Water Corporation draft report -'Tillegra Land Use and Management Plan'. Although widely questioned and disparaged in the community, the report has provided a stimulus for great ideas and practices to be considered. These include carbon offset farming, organic farming, and eco-tourism alongside traditional cattle farming and possibly commercial timber farming. Our involvement with the people of the area who generously shared their knowledge, fears and shattered dreams with us, brought to our attention the huge threat the rampant mining industry poses to the communities, valuable agricultural land and unique ecology.
Since 2012 artists have explored further regions, with writers in this paper telling their stories. Our most recent recce was to the Goulburn River valley:
to 'The Drip', and to Colin Imrie and Julia Mullins' property 'Gleniston', north of Mudgee, NSW. There we saw first hand something of what is happening to land being mined, and to vulnerable new tracts being (controversially) explored and staked out for future mining. Those of us who arrived at night saw from kilometres away the vast and dramatically lit-up Moolarben open-cut mine at Ulan, about 10kms south of 'Gleniston'.
As we criss-crossed the countryside following links and relationships, places unfamiliar to some of us were revealed to be under threat if not already damaged, degraded or destroyed. Internet searches revealed further horrors, but also well-organised local groups campaigning to save their homes, livelihoods and the environment and community that sustain noelene Lucas D URING the first decade of this century I saw rivers in our country dry up. I saw the floors of dams and reservoirs dry and cracked. The people of Goulburn trucked in their water. Beyond these natural events of the drought, I saw the base of the Georges River in Sydney's west crack and its precious water drained into the rocks and the remaining water become polluted, as a consequence of longwall coal mining. Longwall mining caused similar destruction to the Upper and Lower Cataract Rivers; this time Sydney's back-up water supply was threatened as the Warragamba dam level dropped to below 30% capacity.
It was during this period that I started collecting video footage of rivers in Australia and around the world. I wanted to capture images of the rivers of the world while it was still possible and to highlight the beauty and vulnerability of this life-sustaining element of nature. Over the last 13 years I have filmed water in an attempt to create an inventory of the rivers of the world called The Atlas of Water. The seemingly clear fresh water seen in the videos is in stark contrast to what we see in our daily lives (e. g. the upper Georges River).
My video installation Georges River (2010) used this river as an example of how all is connected: the Georges River, in the Liverpool area of Sydney, is where fresh and salty waters meet. Water flows from the highlands, through suburbs to the ocean, which highlights that this river is part of the greater world. Rivers, like ourselves, are not autonomous; we are intricately connected to the whole of life on the planet.
In 2009 I was invited by Juliet Fowler Smith to join the Williams River Valley Artists Project, to protest against the proposed, now disbanded, mega Tillegra Dam. It was the Hunter wetlands in Newcastle that saved the Williams River valley from inundation, the Federal government having signed an international treaty to protect wetlands. This campaign alerted us all to the massive destruction occurring elsewhere in, what used to be, the clean green Hunter. The equine, wine, agriculture and tourist industries are being forced to leave the Hunter because of pollution caused by mining.
Dust pollution from mining is a major issue in the Hunter as is water quality. Most coal mines in the Hunter are 'wet' mines. They draw up saline water and require fresh water from elsewhere for cleaning the coal, which becomes contaminated. The mines have holding dams but are permitted to discharge this into the creeks and rivers.
The destruction here, and across the nation, is of such a massive scale it can never be put right. The mining companies walk away and the land reverts back to crown title, then it is our clean up problem. A recent example:
The problem with the 15,000 abandoned mines in Queensland is now becoming so acute that flooding in central Queensland caused major pollution to nearby rivers, with some turning bright blue because of copper levels and others had high levels of acid. 1 Not even our greatest treasure is safe. The World Heritage Great Barrier Reef is threatened. Nine new coal terminals and ports are in the pipeline including two mega ports, one near Bowen and the other near Mackay. These two alone mean over 6,000 extra coal ships in the reef area every year. Millions of cubic metres of the sea floor of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area will be dredged. This is all going on despite the United Nations World Heritage Committee calling for it to halt. 2 The destruction here and elsewhere is of such a gigantic scale that once the destruction has occurred it can never be rectified.
Let us not forget that the burning of fossil fuels causes global warming. In 2011 fossil fuels constituted 82% of the world's energy consumption. 3 The coal industry is, in effect, exporting global warming.
Climate Water and Coal continuation of business as usual they see that we have come to a tipping point and we should expect the worst. Fear for the future has led climate scientists to think of global solutions to this global problem. Basically they are of two kinds: solar radiation management and carbon dioxide removal. One geoengineering solution is the manipulation of the earth's climate by putting sulphur particles in the upper atmosphere to reduce sunlight hitting the surface of the planet ('global dimming'?). Another is to reflect back into space ultraviolet and other kinds of light these scientists see as 'junk' light, light that is 'superfluous … for Biospheric purposes'. 4 Do they really know what is superfluous to life? We now know 'junk DNA' has purpose. These 'solutions' have the potential to be even more disastrous that the problem. According to Clive Hamilton, 'the fate of nature has come to depend on the "goodwill" of humans…' 5 , and there seems to be very little of this about.
Daily in the news we hear and read horror stories of environmental destruction while our governments are seen to promote mining profits. It seems nothing will entice our governments to stop this greedy plundering. National and world heritage sites, our waterways, rivers, wetlands, aquifers, rich food producing land, and our health and well-being sacrificed. Governments don't seem to care. For further information and ways you can help see our back page. Other impacts include the increase in rail and traffic movements, loss of property values generational farming and social cohesion.
The best scientific advice is warning us that we need to act in the next decade to avoid disastrous climate change. It is essential that we consider future generations and do not leave our children with the consequences of short-term vision: a vulnerable coal-dependent economy, a degraded landscape and weakened catchments at risk to climate change.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on this important rural and regional issue and look forward to your feedback. The "coal affected communities and friends" have a lot to cope with. We need to ACT NOW to avoid their predictions. I have been following the work of Australian Environmental Philosopher, Glenn Albrecht. He has a way of expressing things of an affective quality. For many years he has been developing terms to try to express the complex emotions of relationship we have to the places we inhabit: in particular the emotional and psychological corollary when these places are threatened or degraded.
"I have created the term 'endemophilia' to posit an emplaced and home-based counter to traditionally defined nostalgia. Endemophilia captures in one word the particular love of the locally and regionally distinctive in the people of that place.
It is similar to what Relph called "existential insideness" or the deep, satisfying feeling of being truly at home with one's place and culture.
Endemophilia is a counter to the alienation and isolation expressed by the term nostalgia when a 'local' person is separated from their home environment. To have an emplaced love of home and its distinctive ecocultural qualities and characteristics is a precondition for having a negative experience when absent from home. In order to experience genuine homesickness, you must have already experienced 'homewellness' or endemophilia." Margaret Roberts u NDERLYING the disregard for the environment displayed by big mining companies and other powerful interests, there seems to be a broadly held view that the physical space in which we live either doesn't matter, or at the other extreme, is so invulnerable, can be so trusted to always bounce back, that it needs no protection. It is a suicidal attitude because, as we are spatiallydependent beings, the disregard for the physical space we occupy also reflects a disregard for ourselves (or reflects a child-like faith that we too are invulnerable).
It is tempting to see this attitude as too pathological to be true. However, if British sociologist Anthony Giddens is right, 'the devaluation of place' is a social value or belief that has been around for a long time. As he argues, it slowly evolved to enable our modern culture to develop from its first appearance in Western Europe in the 17th century to its current state of globalised 'high modernity'. 1 He contrasts the present-day devaluation with the greater value given to one's geographic locale in pre-modern or traditional times, when it was important partly because it was the source of the basic social information (e.g. about time of day) that people in modern cultures now get from other sources (e.g. from clocks). To avoid the possible catastrophic consequences of this devaluation, he appeals for the redirection of modernity through programs of planetary care, preferably programs devised and implemented from the ground up. He argues that such programs need to construct new ways of valuing place so as to evolve a post-modern culture that may be barely imaginable now but which is self-sustaining instead of self-destructive.
Many people of foresight and courage are doing just this through environmental activism, political organisation and so on. As artists, we wonder how we can contribute to such a broad social movement through art practice. There are many ways in which art has been used for political ends, but one that can directly address the problem of the devaluation of place are spatial artworks such as installation and performance -or at least those that employ the actual space in which they are located as part of the language of the work, whatever their form is called. Such artforms reverse the convention of spatial autonomy used by images and other artworks that seek to communicate without reference to their physical location, or that show no self-awareness of themselves as being one (virtual/imagined) space located within another (actual, physical) space. The spatial autonomy of the latter re-enacts the currently dominant view that their physical space does not matter (even though their other content may do other things), while artworks that recognise their physical location by making it part of their own language, enact a new and positive attitude toward it.
Its newness is in terms of dominant social meanings and values, which include the value given to place and the environment generally. It is not entirely new to art, however, as the artworks that led to installation and other spatial artforms (such as Duchamp's Fountain) are now a century old. But despite all that time, contemporary writers (such as US art historian Miwon kwon writing on site specificity in 2002) 2 do not recognise the social and political significance of the spatial language invented by early-20 th -century artists like Duchamp -a language reinvented several times throughout the century -that continues to be used today in installation and related spatial forms.
[While some has been discussed in terms of the related idea of anticommodification, this was derived from the idea that site-specific work is immoveable (and thus thought to be not so saleable), not from a discussion of the political significance of the value given to place.] One of the advantages of spatial artforms in this respect is that their form addresses the body (of viewers/visitors) through recognising the space from which the body is inseparable, leaving the mind to reflect upon that recognition or simply absorb the message. My hope is that in expanding the use of spatial artforms, artists are making a small contribution to developing a broader social belief in the value of the space we all inhabit.
With thanks to Denise Thompson for editing.
1 Anthony Giddens, The Consequences of Modernity (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1990). I am planning an artwork for Leave It In the Ground that uses the shape of the title plan for the land that they are so courageously caring for (along with its adjacent environment). The artwork will be designed for visitors to physically engage with, so as to recognise and give voice to the actual physical space that we all need to keep inhabitable.
D
Little would one realise at first. 'That's steam', says my brother, pointing to white clouds billowing from fat bellied chimneys, 'but those two tall stacks' -they seem to have nothing issuing forth -'that's where the smoke is'. We follow the road to what looks like a border control station. it blocks us from going any further. Signs at the entrance read 'WELCOME TO BAYSWATEr POWEr STATiOn', and 'PrivATE PrOPErTY: AUTHOriSED EnTrY OnLY'
Beyond the barrier the sharp-edged blue hills give way to rising mounds of churned grey earth -one mine upon another. Enormous potholes, pock-marking the landscape, give the impression that the roads are what hold the fabric together -thin sinews with gaping holes on either side.
Camberwell, Jerrys Plains, Brokeplaces i hadn't been to for a long time -places of my childhood -picnics, the spot where we accidentally ran over my favourite cat, the small farm we had, places from which children arrived in town by the school bus -all still there, but encroached upon from every side. Like threatened species, these jewels of places -ordinary and humble, but unique to a time and place -are about to be upended and covered over.
Letter to the editor
Perhaps those hills will, ultimately, be 'remediated' to form long low swathes of land with the tell-tale stumpy vegetation that signals their 're-arrangement', but the original vegetation, the cottages, families and farm sheds will be gone forever. 
Solution to Very Crossword

I
N 18 th -century Europe, a village with supplies of coal, clay, water and wood was a perfect place for pottery production. Ceramic practices today continue both to depend upon and to disrupt relationships between these 'resources'. As anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss has noted: the art of pottery narrows in the most radical way the gap between matter and form, its results are uncertain and subject to many risks, and this does not fail to effect the minds of those who practice it. 1
By dint of their experience of the irreversible changes wrought by ceramic processes on fired clay and minerals, ceramists can be acutely attuned to the irreversibility of interventions into the natural order. Many feel charged with a duty to make the very best of what they use from the earth and to take exception to circumstances in which they perceive precious materials being squandered. The ethical and sustainable uses of so-called 'natural resources' are daily considerations.
coal
What do Captain Cook, Count Dracula and Queen Victoria have in common? At the coastal Yorkshire town of Whitby, Cook launched the Endeavor, Dracula was shipwrecked in the Demeter and miners dug the Whitby jet that was made into the black jewelry and tiara that Queen Victoria wore, dressed in black, to mourn the death of Prince Albert. Jet, also known as gagate, is fossilised coal formed in the Jurassic period from the petrified wood of monkey puzzle trees that grew in abundance when England was closer to the equator over 150 million years ago. The Queen's grief habit sparked a Victorian craze for ornamental mourning that led to overmining and depletion of the rare Whitby jet seams. As supplies could not keep up with demand, jet was imitated in materials such as glass, rubber, and coal dust with glue. It now seems worthwhile to use imitation materials to create new mourning apparel to adorn and protest our grief for the damage and death to towns, communities and natural environments wrecked by contemporary coal-mining scourges.
Coal was formed from plant matter as part of a cycle of intense seismic pressure that began in the carboniferous period 300 million years ago. Wood became peat became lignite became coal became anthracite (pure graphite, of the kind used in nuclear fuel rods). Coal is concentrated carbon, naturally sequestered, often safely layered (here in Australia) between clay and sandstone. For a coal seam to form the pressure and depth of water and sediment must be undisturbed for aeons.
As an aquifer coal can contain water, as an aquitard, coal can repel it, as a washed, mined material, coal contaminates it. Lévi-Strauss discusses the mythological import of the merger of aquatic/ chthonic zones in terms of synthesis, balance, confluence. Coal in situ contains fresh and salt water like the estuarine filtering peat swamps that mediate between river and sea. Concentrated solar energy, coal is a fuel 'cooked' in furnaces to generate heat, smelt metals, power steam engines -and generate electricity. The methane and CO 2 formed from these processes outline our carbon footprints.
Longwall coal mining -a relatively new practice, which deploys massive coal-cutting machines underground -inflicts collateral damage upon a scale seen only in disaster movies or ravaged war zones, to animals, plants and landforms in above-and below-ground situations. Its vast, quickly exhausted underground caverns disregard basic principles of engineering and architecture: a post and lintel 'technique' leaves large columns of coal which are subsequently re-mined to 'maximise the resource'.
When the mining machine retreats it leaves an unsupported tunnel ceiling (often of permeable sandstone, a layer once-supported by the coal seam) which is prone to collapse. The removal of the natural geological architecture similarly destroys aquifers, rivers and streams. Urban water supply catchments such as Cataract Dam are not exempt. 2 A l t h o u g h s c i e n c e r e c o m m e n d s ' t h e precautionary principle', these days mining ignores it. With the blessing of governments, state and federal, mining corporations speak still in the pre-Marxist resource-boom language of the 19th century. It has a simple syntax and little nuance. It looks like this:
Legislation must be passed to protect freshwater catchments in farmland and bushland from wasteful exploitation and contamination by the coal mining and coal seam gas fracking industries.
clay
In Clay Objects and the Articulation of Place, ceramist Patsy Hely discusses the complex implications of the brick hut that Bennelong asked Captain Phillip to build for him on Bennelong Point (the site now occupied by the Sydney Opera House). 3 Hely connects her revelatory discussion of this Toni Warburton coal clay water wood transaction to the Brickfields sited near today's Haymarket and to the 'overburden' removed in the process of extracting clay to 'turn country into object, space into place'.
Clay is formed from the erosion of weathered sedimentary rock layers. Compressed to mudstone, it contains fossils. When dry it is an aquifer, like coal, absorbing moving water. When clay has absorbed its equilibrium of water content, its plasticity resists water and, like coal, can also become an aquitard. Made plastic or liquid by mixing with water and particulate matter, it carries other materials, responds to gestures, can be imprinted and poured into moulds. Clay mediates the melt of glazes. By firing a mixture of clay and grass fibres, porous water filters can be made. Lévi-Strauss tells us that in the myths of South American Indians, clay is the child of the rainbow snake. It lies under and over coal seams. Eastern Australian Indigenous knowledge tells us that the Rainbow Serpent goes underground in the season of July, August. 4 § John Cole puts a long handled shovel and a rake into the back of my station wagon with my buckets plastic bags and hardened plastic trowel.
In the Gulgong district, not far from Ulan and the gigantic Moolarben 5 open-cut coal mines, the way to the Cudgegong clay mine is a mirage of two tire tracks bruised into the soft wire grass that quivers in the breeze. kangaroos travel across the paddock. It is a little after four in the afternoon, Sunday summertime. John opens various gates and closes them behind us. The track winds through paddocks and we cross a watercourse, not running fast but rather seeping across a low area of the field. I see the white mounds of China clay glisten like Sydney Opera House sails in the distance. Sheep take off in a flock; they eat the same native grasses as the roos. This clay is weathered granite, formed from the volcanic steam heating it through fissures, so the soil around here is acid. The good clay fires to 1500°C and BHP use it to make bricks for their blast furnaces. It is industrial grade. The clay particles are electrolytic and stay in suspension. Puddles of soft fine clay: white ponds with milk waves. The clay mining machinery is kept in town. High around the edge of the clay pit, one can see the work of a claw excavator, grooves that form the runnels that erode the sides. The clay I dug was from the sides of the clay pit pond.
water
The hydrological cycle constitutes the flows of water between underground, land surface, ocean and sky through coal, peat, porous stone, soil and plants consumed by living creatures. Water flows through living creatures, is excreted by living creatures, is mutable and can change state from solid to liquid to gas.
Water is a vehicle for solids, impurities and contaminates. It can wash and purify and remove contaminates, it can be purified from contaminates. Water can be poisoned. Water can generate and conduct electricity. Water is a force of nature, a spring, a river, a lake, a rock hole, a soak, a dam, a flood, a habitat, and a biosphere, essential to life and to the potter's craft.
Cloven hooves of colonising herds of driven cattle, feral camels and pigs and the tracks of four-wheeldrive vehicles continue to damage, pollute and leave soakage places uncovered.
wood
Trees create their wood from sunlight, photosynthesis, cellulose and water. Trees provide habitat. Harvested wood is a structural material, a renewable resource, a fuel. Melted wood ash forms a glaze on ceramics. As a renewable energy, wood is the fuel of choice for the kilns of many potters who have done their carbon sums.
Trees and plants are the elements of the terrestrial carbon cycle. Gravity of the planetary system causes pressure on the earth's crust and this breathing of the planet causes a sort of peristalsis that makes the dead plant matter into mulch, then peat, then coal.
In Green Imperialism, British environmental historian Richard Grove reveals that for centuries, Europe, and Britain in particular, undertook massive clear felling of land for agrarian use and to obtain timber for urban and military demands. Subsequent European colonial expansionism deployed slave labour to slash, burn and deforest the invaded land to produce commodities such as sugar and tobacco. This caused massive erosion and loss of natural water catchments. In Australia as early as 1860:
the colonial environmentalists felt a steadily growing danger in which they argued the whole earth might be threatened by deforestation, famine, extinction and climate change. 6 In the light of his recent research into the resources boom in Australia, Guy Pearce reminds us that, heeding the precautionary principle, we would do well to err on the side of caution rather than risk irreparable harm, not only to Australia, but to the entire planet:
In truth we will not be dealing with climate change as a nation until we deal with the carbon liabilities we export to the world. 7 Australian academic Glenn Albrecht created the word solastalgia 8 to describe the profound emotional trauma associated with the destruction of our connections to a total ecology of place. With respect to the notion of the jealous potter, Lévi-Strauss interprets 'jealousy' as the desire for something that you own that will be taken away or the desire for something that you don't have. These desires underpin our solastalgia for wrecked and ruined country and places, and our determination to protect threatened eco-systems, habitats and communities, and sustain authentic ways of being within the world.
provenance
In my own work, the theme of potable water reflects and signifies psychosocial, aesthetic and biological continuities between people, place and country. My work seeks to create perturbations of emotional ambivalence around human interventions into natural systems.
There are now many places where inhabitants can no longer trust their knowledge of the local ecology to obtain potable water. What happens up stream matters. 9 What happens in the ground affects other ground. knowing provenance may be one of the most effective activisms left, a form of ethical reassurance about actions of consumption. knowing the sources may ensure survival: of authenticity, knowledge, narrative, pattern and relationship.
A rest has been called beside a stream. Beakers are filled with water and handed around for the walkers to share. The water they drink is not from the stream. They collect water from the stream to test. In the secular sense, a ritual has been called. Sustenance still has a connection to the sacred in the redemptive sense of working on what has been spoiled. Water from the stream is not tasted, but tested: a sacred function.
A shaft of sunlight beams a replica of the drip and breeze rippled surface of the pool onto the rock face. For travelling lightly, a traditional Aboriginal woman's kit contains a hand-sized wooden water scoop used to dig and draw water (once a recurrent resource) from the sandy ground of soaks. An elliptical shape, hand carved from a hardwood boll, its convex surface is engraved with a scatter of emu's tracks. A visual analogue, it resonates with conceptual and practical ingenuity. Implicit gestures of access and restraint tell us that water is sourced from ground laced with subterranean aquifers that connect to creeks, rivers, springs, clay pans, rock holes, lakes: all of which imbricate into song lines.
Toni Warburton, Wingecarribee Swamp, clay, peat moss and perforated masonite, 1999
Glenn Albrecht
The Vital Few
Climate change is the most highrisk, high-certainty event that will ever impact global investment. S u p e r a n n u a t i o n a n d p e n s i o n f u n d s w o r l d w i d e a r e l a r g e l y exposed and ill-prepared for the pricing of pollution. The casualties of their short-sightedness will be ordinary 'citizen investors' and their retirement nest eggs held in superannuation and pension funds.
The volume of money tied up in these funds globally is staggering. Upwards of $30 trillion, it is the single largest consolidation of money found anywhere in the world. Dwarfing the wealthiest individuals, the most successful companies and the most powerful governments, global retirement fund money is at the top of the wealth chain. So when it comes to solving the greatest challenge of our generation -reducing our reliance on fossil fuels to safeguard our environmental and economic future -logic follows that the pot of retirement wealth be called into action.
The Vital Few is a community of people who are being inspired to speak up and take action to make the investments made on their behalf more sustainable. The Vital Few are demanding disclosure and transparency on details about climate risk. They are determined to exercise their rights as superannuation fund members to ensure their future prosperity is secured -both financially and e n v i r o n m e n t a l l y. D e m a n d i n g that their funds tell the truth about what percentage they are currently investing in high-carbon assets, and asking them to hedge climate risk by increasing lowcarbon investment from less than 2% to 5%, will redirect billions of investment dollars and create a tipping point ushering in the lowcarbon economy.
The influence of The Vital Few draws on the Pareto principle, which states that 80% of effects come from 20% of the causes. Which means a small group of purposeful individuals really can change the world.
Come join us: www.areyouthevitalfew.org C OAL and gas miners and engineers love their children and grandchildren just as much as environmentalists do. We all need to give our progeny a sense of hope about their future by demonstrating that we are prepared to make sacrifices right now in order to take excess greenhouse gases out of our economy and our atmosphere.
This year CO 2 levels in our atmosphere reached 400 parts per million (ppm). My grandchildren will be only in their 30s in 2040 when carbon dioxide levels -at their current growth rate of 2% per annum -reach 450 ppm. At this point, the world's top climate scientists agree, a dangerous 'tipping point' could occur, with the world's climate spiraling out of control into much higher temperatures, polar meltdown with massive sea level rise, and totally unpredictable weather systems. From now on the Greenhouse Gas Index (GGI) will be far more important an indicator of our sustainability than the Dow Jones or the All Ordinaries.
In order to achieve a 'safe' level of greenhouse gases in our atmosphere (perhaps 350 ppm) a moratorium on all new coalmines, coal-fired power stations and gas extraction industries must be implemented.
Leave It in the Ground
The next generation needs to see right now a clear demonstration that their mature, well-educated and affluent parents and governments are prepared to pay for past greenhousegas-intensive lifestyles, and to forgo the immediate and future benefits of cheap carbon-based energy, by leaving it in the ground for the benefit of the common good. While a number of students at universities are asking their institutions to divest themselves of investments in fossil fuels, I think we all need to work out a way to divest ourselves of the carbon economy and make a transition into the postcombustion economy. We must find a new way to invest to ensure that fossil fuels are not used.
One possible idea for enabling people to divest of their past and future carbon emissions is to create a market for conserving carbon by leaving coal, gas and oil in the ground. Rather than risky tree-based carbon credit schemes, I have been eyeing off the coal reserves and the gas fields in the Hunter Valley of NSW as a possible source of the coal and gas that I would put into my carbon safe. I want to prevent new coalmines and gas fields from opening and I want their carbon pollution left safe and secure in the ground forever. I think millions of others worldwide would also like to 'invest' in the idea of a carbon conservation park.
After a consultation with my carbon accountant, she recommends that, via the Carbon Conservation Company, I invest in unexploited fossil fuels in the Hunter Valley. I will purchase the equivalent of my past 10 years' generation of greenhouse gas emissions. As my financial situation allows, I will be able to offset the total of my past 60 years of treating the earth as a 'free' waste bin for my greenhouse gas emissions.
As others worldwide make similar bequests of fossil carbon to their children and grandchildren, never to be used in the future, we speed up the decarbonisation of our economy. However, I still have to pay more in the here and now for carbon-based fuels in the form of other carbon taxes that are designed to bring the GGI down to below 350ppm. No purchase of 'indulgences' here, where I continue a carbon-profligate lifestyle without taking 'new' carbon out of the economy. I should pay twice for my carbon, once for my past consumption and again as I consume carbon in these last days of the combustion economy. Even if some unethical government should do the unthinkable and refuse to impose a carbon tax, then I could simply invest in my future emissions in the same way as I dealt with past emissions.
The Hunter Valley Carbon Conser vation Park investment/ divestment option looks like good value as it includes the complete preservation of landscape values, ecosystem services (water supply, arable soil, and biodiversity) and no additional cumulative impacts on farmers and residents of the Upper Hunter. The shareholders of the Carbon Conservation Company have a return on their investment and the government can still get 'royalties' from permanently sequestered carbon offsets. I see no reason why coal or gas from any other working coal or gas mine cannot be bought by those who wish never to mine or burn it; after all, it is a free market.
Moreover, it would be optimally ethical for the government to engage in direct action and re-invest all of its new carbon offset royalties into clean, renewable and safe energy with all new employment to go to ex-coal industry workers. A final bonus is that we will not have to develop hugely expensive 'cleaner' coal or carbon sequestration technology as we save a lot of money by leaving coal and gas in the ground. All this money also goes into developing clean, safe renewable energy. This is a win, win, win situation and the Hunter Valley Carbon Conservation Park becomes world famous as a pioneer that helped prevent the tipping point into global climate chaos.
The Hunter Valley Carbon Conservation Park
Glenn Albrecht is professor of sustainability at Murdoch University in Perth. He is known for, amongst other things, the research domain of psychoterratic or earth-related mental health conditions, the concept of solastalgia (the lived experience of negative environmental change), and a slightly tongue-in-cheek plan for residents to collectively buy up coal deposits in order to leave them where they are. In this scheme the company would get a return on investments in lieu of coal mined, and the government would get offset royalties from permanently sequestered carbon…
Glenn Albrecht dedicating the Hunter Valley Carbon Conservation Park
A statement by H&D C.E.O. Thomas Lassiter OAM said the company expected to benefit greatly from the removal of financial imposts on companies that exploit the nation's finite non-renewable assets. This will increase profitability and create jobs, he said, as will changes to allow major polluters to pollute at no cost.
Proposed changes being introduced in NSW by Resources Minister Chris Hartcher, giving priority to projects deemed to be in the financial interests of resource companies and the government, were also welcomed, said Mr Lassiter. He added that he looked forward to working closely with both federal and state governments in creating more wealth, and jobs.
Hubris & Dominion will now move forward with its plans to mine the magic pudding deposits identified through its exploration licences throughout the commonwealth. Green Light for Green Fields Grab community organisations, as 'the carping of tree-hugging luddites'. He went on to say 'It is not up to us to prove something is safe. We will be using Autoseverance Deperching technology. A process used around the world and considered best practice in the industry. ' However concerns are growing about detrimental effects of both Autoseverance Deperching and Fracking. As reported in The Land, 17 th of September: 'NSW farmer groups have reacted angrily to the stridently pro-coal seam gas position pronounced by incoming Industry Minister Ian Macfarlane.' 'Farming lobbies caution against a "headlong dash" to development. ' 'Mr. Macfarlane has dismissed the concerns saying: "I'm not interested in noisy protesters, minority groups, with no interest in the development of regional Australia. They simply want to politicise this issue and tell lies."' Hubris & Dominion has close ties with the Coalition, sharing its values, objectives of rapid resource exploitation and its attitude to alternative points of view.
While the election is over, and the new government claims a mandate for everything it so decides, there is an alternate claim that the result is invalid because many were unable to vote. The Australian Earth Laws Alliance, and the Australian Wild Law Alliance, led by barrister Chris McGrath, will run a test case on behalf of IAMA to challenge the validity of the electoral process.
IAMA, the Iconic Australian Marsupials Alliance, supported by a GetUp! petition of over 300,000 signatures, is demanding that koalas, as natural Australians, be represented in government. As sentient beings, koalas not only have an intrinsic right to determine their own future, but play an important part in the economy. A spokesman for the Alliance condemned human arrogance, prejudice, and claim to dominion, and said they could not rule out direct action.
The manager of koalas kort on the Gold Coast says they are receiving an increasing number of complaints from tourists about koalas biting, urinating, defecating, and feigning sleep. 'They can be a bit bolshy', she said, 'but I don't think they are organised, you just have to show 'em who's boss. ' If IAMA is successful, we could see a class action on behalf of soil organisms, an outcome that could have devastating consequences for industrial agriculture.
University of Southern California law professor Christopher Stone in 1972 proposed that people be allowed to claim guardianship of threatened natural resources unable to represent their own interests. He noted that established legal traditions recognised many non-human entities as fullfledged people for legal purposes.
This claim ultimately influenced U.S. Supreme Court justice William O. Douglas, who called for legal recognition of 'valleys, alpine meadows, rivers, lakes, estuaries, beaches, ridges, groves of trees, swampland, or even air that feels the destructive pressures of modern technology'.
In 2008, Ecuador became what is believed to be the world's first nation to include rights for nature in its new constitution. In Bolivia, the government passed wide-reaching laws in April, granting nature equal rights to humans.
Mr Lassiter denied rumours that Hubris & Dominion is diversifying into casinos, sporting clubs and other faithbased enterprises in anticipation of an inevitable collapse of confidence in magic pudding based economies. Granny and I, with my hand firmly grasped in hers, used to cross the railway lines. We looked for steam trains pulling huge wooden trucks full of coal to the docks or returning with a light string of trucks waiting for a conical black load. We passed the old pine trees in the paddocks that were home to the retired pit ponies. We visited a friend of my grandmother's, who lived in a double-
Christine McMillan
My mine story storey terrace house in the middle of a paddock adjacent to the mine. In time the paddocks the pit ponies grazed on became the ponds for a coal washery and instead of walking through paddocks of grass we skirted the black banks that held the liquid, glossy and black that was part of the coal cleaning process. The trees died and the house was demolished. The dusting at home was done with hot soapy water to rid the surface of an extra oily layer of coal dust. The train line was closed and coal was transported by a steady stream of trucks on the road. Locals lobbied for covers on trucks. The mine footprint extended and the creek we crossed to pick blackberries for the many jars of summer jelly is now buried in a grey landscape.
When I moved west I visited my friends on the Goulburn River, Ulan and watched the familiar outline of an underground mine grow massive and above ground. I saw the surface of the land change, knowing that the complexity of the shape, the dips, changes in slope and intricate combinations and diversity of vegetation would never be able to be accurately recorded to be 'replaced' or 'rehabilitated'. I did not see the aquifers broken, I see the changes in the river and in other areas cliff collapses. I witness and experience the instability of the climate.
From the banks of the Goulburn River the rumble of the mining can be heard and at night the bleeding of the lights from the mines into the sky is evident. The smell of the mines taints the air. The mines are headed closer to my town through the Bylong Valley. Are the changes in the landscape to be relived, are the impacts ever to be understood?
Big Coal: Australia's dirtiest habit Democratic processes are eroded (e.g. the demise of the Prime Minister kevin Rudd after daring to introduce a resources super-profits tax). Community health is compromised by dust and noise from mine site to port. Environments including rivers and aquifers are degraded and destroyed. The Great Barrier Reef is threatened by dredging, coal loader ports and coal tanker traffic.
Ultimately climate change is exacerbated by the accelerating release of pollutants into the atmosphere through coal mining and burning in Australia and by the burning of exported Australian coal overseas.
One would expect a significant benefit to the nation counterbalancing such damage but this is not the case. The authors indicate that the royalty income from coal for NSW and Qld represents only a pitiful 3% and 5% respectively of State revenue.
The authors describe the 'charm offensive' waged by mining companies. Desperate coal-mine-beleaguered communities are cast a few trinkets.
Carbon Capture and Storage is carefully analysed and re-visioned for the mirage that it is, a mirage funded by Australian taxpayers at the rate of $100 million annually to the Global Carbon Capture and Storage Institute.
Australia's biggest contribution to global warming is via coal exports which as expected by ABARE at 350 million tonnes in 2013-14 approximates to Germany's total annual output of CO 2 and is several times greater than our domestic output. Australia is indeed punching above its weight. 'Given that our political and business leaders are well aware of the extreme climatic risks we now run, in promoting coal they are willfully perpetuating nothing less than a crime against humanity.' Ian Dunlop (former international oil, gas and coal industry executive, now Chairman of Safe Climate Australia), foreword to Big Coal: Australia's Dirtiest Habit (2013).
The total area of Australia affected by coal and gas titles and applications in Australia is estimated at 437 million hectares, or 57% of the land mass. This equates to an area 18 times the size of Great Britain (which is 24 million hectares in size). http://www.lockthegate. org.au/meet_your_federal_mp A 2013 court case mounted by residents of Camberwell opposing a new major new mine proposal in the Hunter may be the last: 'Due to proposed changes to laws and regulations by the O'Farrell Government, it may be the last time a local group has the opportunity to challenge a coal mine approval in court.' http://www. locktegate.org.au/camberwell_choking_ as_hunter_air_pollution_notches_century Australia is about to sign a free trade agreement with the USA which '… wishes to include a proposal called "investor state dispute settlement", or ISDS, which would allow foreign companies to sue governments which adopted policies that 'harmed' their investment. ' I suppose I've been doomed to a connection with coal. I spent a big bit of my childhood at Blackmans Flat on the Mudgee Road, a place completely surrounded by open cut and underground mines. These days it is slowly being buried by the everexpanding ash dump from Mt Piper Power Station. I had relatives in the mines, the power stations, the electricity companies, and my early school years were with kids whose parents also worked in those places. And although I left just before my teens to spend most of the next 40 years living somewhere around kings Cross and Darlinghurst, hardly a year passed when I didn't go back to visit there or Portland or Bathurst. So small country industrial towns are in my blood, rough, working class, but something I understand and am proud of and feel free to vilify in a way you can vilify your own family knowing they are part of you.
So it was easy in the late 1970s to team up with Frank Watters who had exactly the same background but in Muswellbrook. We had been friends for a decade or more and Frank wanted to do a series of exhibitions up and down the Hunter Valley of work by community members that responded to the plans for open cut mining expansion. The exhibitions were a great success, unlike the accompanying film that Gill Leahy and I produced. It never got finished, probably because we were defeated by the immensity of the issue and began fighting as the shoot proceeded, taking our frustrations out on each other I suppose. On the other hand, while the exhibitions were successful as exhibitions -they failed as activism -they made no difference whatsoever to the mines that have now 30 years later devastated much of the Ian Milliss valley and its agriculture.
Despite or perhaps because of that failure, coal mining remained grimly fascinating to me. As an avid science magazine reader I was aware of James Hansen's early climate change warnings and in 1992 produced four large computer prints on the subject. Called A Short History of the Human Race, they ended abruptly with conflagration then extinction. My slide into the twelve stages of grief had begun I suppose.
I thought long and hard through the 1990s about what to do. I was in a sort of wilderness, estranged from the art world on one hand and also at the end of my long series of work within the trade union movement. I knew that I wanted to do something around climate change but I had long ago discarded the idea that there was much cultural effect in creating and exhibiting representations of the world. Whatever I did had to have a direct effect in the world as my union work had done. So when for a variety of other reasons it became possible to move into a coal mining area again I grabbed it. In fact I moved to the very town where I had first gone to school, a town with a coal-fired power station in the main street only a few hundred metres from the school and shops.
And I immediately regretted it. My rationale had been on the one hand that it was a cheap area to live where I could explore an important issue, that while it was imperative to oppose fossil fuels it was also imperative to create alternative economies to support the people dependent on fossil fuel industries. I didn't know how I could play any part in that but I wanted to try.
However, the Wallerawang and Lithgow that I had grown up in were working-class towns. Now they were more underclass welfare towns as changes in mining technology had massively reduced the workforce while coal and energy nonetheless remained almost the only industries bringing outside money into the area. The small workforce employed in these slowly dying industries was ageing and so were the mines. Nearly every mine in the district was planning to close down within a decade while the power stations were planning to bring in coal from Ulan, over 150 kilometres away.
Over the next ten years from 2002 to 2012 I worked away at my general project. Over time, thanks to a small group of sympathetic council officers, I was appointed to a number of Lithgow Council advisory committees: first the Heritage Assets Working Group, then the Strategic Plan group, then the Economic Development Advisory Committee charged with developing a new long term economic strategy for the area, and finally the Environment Advisory Committee. I also provided specialist advice to council planners on heritage aspects of the Local Environment Plan (LEP) and to officers working on a heritage precinct study. A proposal I put up for that study has now developed into a large scale public art project that opened this month -the Lithgow History Avenue -twenty two sculptures and a website http://www. lithgow.com/historyavenue/ by local artists and artisans celebrating moments in Lithgow's history. I also worked with council business development officers to set up a creative industry cluster and have Lithgow declared one of three NSW creative industry hubs. I had even played a role in getting a sculptural monument to Charles Darwin built in Wallerawang, the place where he had written his very first thoughts on the theory of evolution and captured his famous platypus specimen.
When I see it all written down like that I think maybe I did achieve more than I felt I did. All those activities had one objective and that was to promote other forms of employment -in tourism, education, creative industries -that were alternatives to fossil fuel industries. Despite my endless lobbying and the fact that I was even to some degree accommodated in the local power structure I never ever succeeded in having climate change openly acknowledged in any council policy as an issue that needed to be directly addressed in future planning. Even the obvious fact that mining was abandoning the district was never publicly acknowledged. The grip of those industries on the internal culture of the district was so strong that basic truths, such as the fact that the history of mining is the history of mines closing down, could never be publicly acknowledged. Towns like Lithgow, in the country but comparatively close to Sydney, are forever limited by the fact that the most talented and imaginative young people leave as soon as possible while the least adaptive of all ages remain, clinging to a slowly collapsing social and economic structure.
By the end of 2012 when a reactionary business group backed by a geriatric former mine owner gained control of council I decide there was nothing more I could do and it was time to cut my losses and leave. What did I learn? Well, I was never naïve enough to believe I was going to have a huge effect and I was right. But above all I was confirmed in the belief that I had also argued through my years of working with unions, that we are engaged in a cultural war, that the most important thing we must do using any and every means of communication available is to make people understand the world differently and to build up communities of people who share those different understandings. Although I have very little hope that the human race will avoid extinction that banal truth is still the only way it might be possible. u NTIL 1931 coal was mined only a couple of kilometres from the centre of Sydney -in Balmain -via shafts sunk several thousand feet beneath the harbour, and for much of the 20 th century imposing coal-fired power stations operated nearby, on Iron Cove and at White Bay. Coal-gas for street lighting, and later (with the advent of electricity) for cooking and heating, was produced up-river, at AGL in Mortlake.
But gone are the days when one's power source was local, tangible, malodorous and demonstrably dangerous. Today the filthy, increasingly gargantuan, planet-destroying processes of coal mining and coalfired power generation are for city dwellers all-but invisible. And as our coal exports spiral (Newcastle is now the world's largest coal port) few Australians appear to have noticed or be fazed by the fact that we have become, over the past decade, one of the world's leading exporters of global warming.
When I was a youngster my family enjoyed carcamping holidays to remote parts of New South Wales. Even the matches we used to light the fire, which sported local municipal insignia of sheep, wheat and grapes, bore close relationship to the regions and communities we came to know and enjoy. But nowadays we mobile, frequent-flying Australians appear more familiar with Phuket, Vienna, Osaka and Los Angeles than with Putty, Mudgee, Gunnedah and kandos. Meanwhile, whilst many a city-slicker may have been too busy to notice, many an increasingly coal-miningdependent rural community has faced irrevocable (if not always entirely unwelcome) change. In the process, the very fabric of daily life, its interwoven social, spiritual and environmental complexion, has been altered In a 'coal rush' -dig it, ship it, burn it, before it's outlawed and worthless -money talks, and arms are swiftly twisted. It is also convenient and immensely profitable, particularly when you're a corporation based in Switzerland, Hyderabad, or Beijing, to remain blind to disturbed local terrain, and somehow remote from and blameless for the bigger, insanely damaged picture (ice caps melting, the Great Barrier Reef dying, extreme weather events costing us billions). 1 As a concerned artist/citizen attempting to wrestle with the scale, complexity and collateral damage of fossil-fuel extraction/power generation in the NSW Hunter region from the physical and psychological remove of Sydney, I am cognisant daily, too, as one of AusGrid's happy consumers, of my own complicity. What bothers me most is that I don't really know where our power comes from -how and where it is generated -and I suspect that this lack of understanding mirrors a broader public disconnect. 2 So, curious and having just leafed my way with increasing alarm through two recently published local coal-related exposés (Rich Land, Wasteland: How coal is killing Australia, and Big Coal: Australia's Dirtiest Habit), I decide to embark upon a modest (determinedly-non-fossil-fuelled) pilgrimage to find out. 3 On a preternaturally warm winter's morning earlier this year I pedalled over the Anzac Bridge into the city hoping to locate a map of the New South Wales power grid. I'd remembered that the Electricity Commission had once had a shopfront on George Street showcasing wondrous new electrical appliances, including electric stoves, opposite Sydney Town Hall. And although I knew that times, tastes and government utilities had changed, I was still expecting that somewhere on the accessible ground floor of that brutally crisp 1960s office block (today branded Ausgrid) would be someone welcoming on a counter whom I could quiz re matters electric.
I'd been prompted finally to 'get on my bike' by reading earlier that morning that '$4 billion in private funding would be sucked away from Australia's solar power and renewable energy industries' [when] the Coalition won government. 4 A modest A4 notice blu-tacked inside the skyscraper's glinting glass George Street frontage informs me that Ausgrid's reception is now located around the corner, in Bathurst Street. There a shortish affable man behind a counter sits beside a busy office thoroughfare, looking more like a kindly concierge than the switched on face of the state's electricity grid. I chat briefly to the man and an employee friend who's stopped for a chinwag on his way out. I tell them both that, as an Ausgrid consumer, I'm attempting to find out precisely where my power comes from. Neither, it transpires, has ever really thought about it. As women in high heels and men in suits make a bee-line to lunch through electronically-activated but rather-last-century sliding glass, we agree -in a friendly, shouldershrugging, mutually powerless kind of way -that answers to contemporary questions such as these lie certainly beyond this hard-surfaced air-conditioned lobby and possibly beyond our ken.
Sensing 'though that I'm unsated, the concierge offers to ring 'upstairs' to see if there is someone (perhaps in corporate relations?) who might address my query. But after a few minutes' wait I'm informed that nobody up there knows, either. He suggests that I call the switch, and jots down the number. But because (unlike almost every other person out and about in the city today) I don't own a mobile phone, I am temporarily unable to 'let my fingers do the walking'. Instead (adopting plan B) I pootle off to the Lands and Titles Office in Macquarie Street in search of large-scale maps and aerial records detailing (as the Gregory's street directory once did, in pale red ink) the routes of high-voltage transmission lines feeding into the city. I am in luck. There are even aerial photographs on the verso of the 1:25 000 maps, with easements sometimes visible. I purchase several maps and pedal home, dreaming already of my route north across the Hawkesbury.
I decide that all this intitial research, its dead ends and 'light globe moments', will form part of a yet-to-be realised art-action, potentially titled Fuse (2014). The work will re-inflect poet Judith Wright's metaphor of the sanctuary-destroying road which 'leads into the world's cities like a long fuse laid' ('Sanctuary', 1955). 5 Rather than the road and its speeding, oblivious, marsupialflattening cars, this time the fuse is our electricity grid, the coal-fired lines which bring electrical power to our voracious cities at the largely unseen and today unacceptable expense of 'country' (locally, and globally).
Fuse will revolve around a 150 km journey north upon foot (en famille, and with a cast of invited walkers) to the seemingly invisible source of the current, the flow, the very lines which feed our power-hungry urban maw. Over the course of several months the multi-part walk will lead from the power board in our Rozelle home studio, via the sub-station at the bottom of the street, across bitumen and bush, via public paths, fire breaks and service-ways, beneath stanchions and hightensile power lines, across rivers and estuaries (a couple of shortish swims) and through rugged sandstone country, lush agricultural land, horse studs and wineries, to the coal-fired power plants of the central coast/Hunter region; and thence to the coal mines, nearby.
A blog, uploaded via back-pack-solar-powered smart-phone, will record each leg of our unfolding journey to the increasingly desecrated source (we will pass, for example close to the hamlet of Bulga, currently at loggerheads with mining giant Rio Tinto over mine expansion plans). 6 The walk's physicality, its serendipitous (if ultimately directed, ordained) route, its inquisitive eye, ever-changing complexion and semi-self-sufficiency will register initially, I hope, in contradistinction to the speed of electricity and to the slicing geometry of the power grid. Most importantly (via the blog, attendant media exposure and a potential future exhibition and publication) Fuse will draw public attention to some of the dirty, destructive, today unacceptable downsides of coalfired power generation. Its take home message will be 'leave it in the ground'.
SMH reader David Nash summed it up neatly recently:
Australians need to come to terms with the idea that coal needs to be left in the ground. This was one of the key findings of the Climate Commission's report, published in June. Australia's dirty secret on global warming, the export of coal, is an issue unlikely to be raised [during the 2013 election campaign]. But there are compelling moral reasons to think more critically about the global consequences of this industry, and if politicians are unwilling to do so, it is inevitable that people will take action themselves, both through divestment, and through civil disobedience. It is already happening. 7 As we know, sometimes contemporary art can flick our switch or light up our grid. 8 It can take us beyond our comfort zone, wrench us from our consumer treadmill by suggesting that we contemplate destroying all our possessions 9 or living in an abstracted flat-pack-DIY-style tree-house.
Over recent decades art actions and relational works have sought not only to engage the public imagination, but to involve and evolve by facilitating serendipitous collisions and collaborations. Such quasi-directed 'art situations' can proffer a powerful social and/or political shorthand. 10 Productive frissons of empathy often radiate from such situations (as from any true action) both directly and indirectly. Sometimes viewing documentation, reading about, or catching a radio program inspired by a work/action is all that is required.
I see Fuse as a curious, somewhat surreal intervention located somewhere between Monty Python's Climbing the North Face of the Uxbridge Road 11 and Francis Alÿs' The Green Line (Sometimes doing something poetic can become political and sometimes doing something political can become poetic) 12 with a reverential nod to the protest walk, the freedom ride and the hunger strike. 13 Potentially fraught, unscripted and at times perhaps physically impossible, the concept of the walk remains nevertheless deeply felt and I hope -with input from others and a little ingenuity -pregnant with possibility. 
